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I. Overview

In the past decade there has been a growing interest for the development of olfactory machines and electronic nose systems. This surge has been mainly driven by a variety of real-life applications. Indeed, the problem of classifying and further quantifying chemical substances on a real-time basis is very critical for a wide range of applications in the industrial and civil environments. The ability to monitor and precisely measure leakages of combustible and explosive gases [1] is crucial in preventing the occurrence of accidental explosions. Accordingly, the development of gas sensors for the detection of single gases (such as CO, CH₄, H₂, SO₂, NOₓ, O₃ etc...) has seen an increasing interest within the research community. Environmental applications including air quality control and pollution monitoring [2], [3], [4] are experiencing a steadily increasing attention as the need to protect the environment has grown over the last years [5]. Quality control and agricultural applications (food, drinks agricultural products quality control, soil contamination, etc...) are also on the rise [6], [7], [8]. New and exciting developments have also recently emerged in the area of medical applications (detection of infections, diseases and bacteria) [9], [10], [11], mobile robot navigation [12] as well as space applications (monitoring of air quality and gas detection in space shuttle) [13]. The last decade has also witnessed an increasing interest in modelling the biological olfactory systems and building bio-inspired electronic nose [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. Table I illustrate an exhaustive description of the most recent as well as traditional applications for gas sensors. The table also reports the gases involved as well as the gas sensors used for each application.

Sensors that can transform different gases into measurable electrical signals are fundamentally required in the upper mentioned application-specific sensing systems. Various odor sensors have been reported in the literature [5], [19], [20]. All sensors are composed of a chemically sensitive material interfaced to a transducer (Figure 1) [21]. Chemical species, which represent the inputs, are measured by allowing the analyte molecules to interact with the chemically sensitive material of the sensor. This will generate some physical change which is sensed by the transducer and converted to an output signal x(t) at a given time t. This interaction between the measurand (analyte molecule) and the gas sensitive material layer of the sensor can be either reversible (measurand dissociate from the layer when the external concentration is removed) or irreversible (measurand undergo a chemical reaction and the sensitive material layer is consumed) [21]. A large number of gas sensitive materials have been used in the past [5], [21] which resulted in a very large variety of gas sensors including semiconductor, piezoelectric, optical, catalytic as well as electrochemical gas sensors [5]. Microelectronic gas sensors in particular, have received an increased attention in recent years, due to
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their numerous advantages including small size, high sensitivities in detecting very low concentrations, possibility of on-line operation and low-cost fabrication, making them attractive for consumer applications. Unfortunately, all gas sensors suffer from a number of shortcomings such as lack of selectivity, nonlinearities of the sensor’s response and long-term drift. Pattern recognition algorithms combined with a gas sensor array have been traditionally used to address these issues [6]. In fact, an array of different gas sensors is used to generate a unique signature for each odor. A gas sensor array permits to improve the selectivity of the single gas sensor, and shows the ability to classify different odors and to quantify components concentrations. The aim of the pattern recognition techniques is to find a relationship between the sensors outputs and the odor class (or concentration). To achieve this, first some features have to be extracted from the sensors responses and then the functional relationship between the feature vectors and the class labels has to be derived by a learning procedure. Therefore, an electronic nose consists of an array of gas sensors, signal preprocessing, and a pattern recognition algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The pattern recognition problem for real life applications of electronic noses remains challenging due to the temporal variability of the instrument, the large intra-class variability compared to a small inter-class separation and the small amount of data available. This is typically the case in the gas sensor area where it is very costly and time-consuming to obtain a large, reliable and representative set of examples. Reliable and robust pattern recognition algorithms are therefore needed to address the learning problem in electronic noses. In this chapter, we provide an overview of the most relevant pattern recognition techniques as well as biologically inspired processing for odor discrimination in gas sensor array. The algorithmic part of an odor discrimination system consists of three steps: (i) signal conditioning and feature extraction, (ii) feature reduction and (iii) classification. The role of the first step is to segment the pattern of interest from the background, remove noise, normalize the pattern, and any other operation that contributes in defining a compact representation of the pattern. Feature reduction should provide a small number of informative features in order to make the learning task simpler. Classification tasks address the problem of identifying unknown sample as one from a set of recognizable gases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Smells/Gases Involved</th>
<th>Examples of Gas Sensors</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>(H_2, CO, NO_2, NH_3)</td>
<td>TGS-109-203-311-800-812</td>
<td>[22], [23], [24], [25], [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CH_4, CHCl_3, H_2S)</td>
<td>TGS-813-815-823-832-842</td>
<td>[27], [28], [29], [30], [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C_2H_5OH, C_2H_4)</td>
<td>TGS-2600-2610-2611-2620</td>
<td>[32], [33], [34], [35], [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CH_3SH, (CH_3)_2N)</td>
<td>SnO_2/Al_2O_3, SnO_2/Pd, ZnO</td>
<td>[37], [38], [39], [40], [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C_2H_6O, C_3H_8, C_6H_6)</td>
<td>SnO_2/Al_2O_3/CdS-Pt/La_2O_3</td>
<td>[42], [43], [44], [45], [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CF_3CH_2F, C_2H_5O)</td>
<td>WO_3/Al, MOS, MOSFET,</td>
<td>[47], [48], [49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Control</td>
<td>(CO, NO_x, SO_2, CH_4)</td>
<td>TGS, MOS, MOSFET</td>
<td>[2], [3], [4], [50], [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C_6H_6, C_6H_{10}, C_6H_8)</td>
<td>Polymer,MOSFET,Quartz-res.</td>
<td>[52], [53], [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CO, NO_x, SO_2, CH_4)</td>
<td>SnO_2/Al_2O_3/ZnO-NiO</td>
<td>[55], [56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C_6H_6, C_6H_{10}, C_6H_8)</td>
<td>Polymer,MOSFET,Quartz-res.</td>
<td>[57], [58], [59], [60], [61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CO, NO_x, SO_2, CH_4)</td>
<td>Thin-film WO_3/Pd/Al/Bi/Sb</td>
<td>[62], [63], [64], [65], [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C_6H_6, C_6H_{10}, C_6H_8)</td>
<td>Quartz microbalance (QMB), metal oxide semiconductor electrochemical sensors</td>
<td>[67], [68], [69], [70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>Perfume and aroma</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>[9], [10], [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monitoring cultivation</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile robot navigation</td>
<td>(CO, NO_x, SO_2, CH_4)</td>
<td>TGS-2600, 2610, 2611, 2181</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td></td>
<td>polymers and Quartz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. Signal conditioning and feature extraction

This data preprocessing stage operates on the gas sensor responses in a way that improves the overall pattern analysis performance. It can be achieved by extracting parameters that are descriptive of the sensor array responses. Thus, the raw data are transformed into a characteristic feature vector. Although signal preprocessing will depend on the application, a series of steps are commonly carried out.

A. Signals handling

The common method used to characterize gas sensors is to use a periodic ‘exposure-cleaning’ operation. Gases are injected over time in a periodical manner and each gas injection is followed by a cleaning phase which can be done in some cases by injecting dry air. Figure 2 shows a typical response of the sensor for different concentrations.

After the cleaning phase, the signal is settled at the baseline value which is the reference measure before gas injection. Most e-noses use as raw signals the temporal responses when switching from the baseline to the analysis line. Usually these signals appear contaminated with diverse type of noises. Therefore, appropriate filters are used to provide a maximum noise rejection. Among the most serious limitation of actual gas sensors is the drift problem, which shows significant temporal variations of the sensor response when exposed to identical atmospheres. Drift problem can be explained as a random temporal variation of the sensor response when exposed to the same gases under identical conditions. It can affect both the baseline (additive) and the sensitivity of the sensor (multiplicative). Figure 3 illustrates an example of an additive drift problem in which we have reported the real response of the sensor as function of the concentration of gases periodically injected into a gas chamber in which the sensor is being placed. We can note that the baseline response of the sensor is shifted which complicates the classification problem.

Baseline manipulation procedures transform the sensor response relative to its baseline to reduce the effects of sensor drift. Three baseline methods are commonly used: difference, relative and fractional [71] [72].

For classification purposes, it is customary to include data normalization across the sensor array in order to reduce the pattern dispersion induced by concentration changes. The most widely used methods in odor discrimination systems are: vector normalization, vector auto-scaling and dimension auto-scaling [71].

B. Steady state or transient information

Numerous preprocessing techniques have been proposed in the literature [71], [72] to generate descriptive parameters from the sensor array responses. The most common procedure uses the steady state of the sensors’ response as a feature vector and ignores the transient response [73]. A number of compression algorithms have been proposed to extract additional information from the transient response, resulting in improved selectivity and increased recognition accuracy [74]. In [75], the transient response has been modelled as the sum of exponential functions and their estimated parameters form the feature vector. However, the extraction of the features is more complex than the classical method. Solutions employing model fitting [76] or parameter extraction technique [74] normally require complicated analysis of the whole dataset. Therefore the need of complex architectures and algorithms due to the large number of parameters involved. A sub-sampling technique of the complete transient response has been tested with significant success for the task of odor classification [71]. A new method based on wavelet transformation has been described in [77]. The feature vector is obtained from the coefficients approximation of multi-resolution analysis with wavelet descriptors. The performed measurements have shown that the use of the wavelet improves notably the recognition system capability. Data extraction using both the steady state and dynamic response of the sensor has been widely used for gas sensors applications. In [37] [59] and [48], the authors described techniques for extracting and using both the steady-state, the slope as well as the transient response information from the sensor’s response. In [68], the authors used dynamic signal extraction techniques and optimal array configuration to improve the classification performance. In [78], a temporal window is used...
to extract the dynamic information of a gas sensor. In [79], two simple measures that attempt to capture some of the transient information, have been proposed. The first one is based on the use of the transient integrals with respect to time. While the second measure uses the steady state value and the voltage dynamic slope of the time-dependent response. In general, preprocessing the transient response is shown to convey useful recognition information to the classifier. It is important to note that whether the transient information or the steady state information is used, it is typically obtained by fixing the detection parameters of the sensor such as the heating temperature to the optimal value. Recently, there has been a number of studies which investigate the possibilities of modulating these parameters in order to increase the feature space particularly when using a limited number of sensors. In [17], Raman and Gutierrez-Osuna have created virtual sensors from single-temperature modulated MOS sensors by varying the operating temperature. The temperature modulated technique is particularly interesting for metal oxide sensors as their selectivity is greatly influenced by the operating temperature [80]. A survey on temperature modulation can be found in [81].

III. Feature Reduction

The initial feature vector is often projected onto a lower dimensional space in order to avoid problems associated with high dimensionality and redundancy. The use of dimensionality reduction depends on the relationship between the size of the training set and the number of features. If the number of training examples is very large, then the classification error does not increase as the number of features increases. However, if the number of training examples is small relative to the number of features, a dimensionality reduction technique is needed to guarantee an acceptable classification accuracy. Since only a limited number of examples are typically available, there is an optimal number of feature dimensions beyond which the classifier performance starts to degrade. Mapping methods can create new features based on transformations or combinations of the original feature. While, the feature selection algorithms select the best subset of the input feature set [82].

A. Mapping methods

The goal of mapping methods is to find a low dimensional vector \( z \) that preserves most of the information in the original feature vector \( x \):

\[
 f : x \in \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow z \in \mathbb{R}^q (q < d)
\]

Hence, a projection method is needed for mapping data to a lower dimension space. The aim of such a technique is to determine \( f \), which optimizes a given criterion. In the case of dimensionality reduction techniques belonging to the linear transformation family, the mapping is given by:

\[
 z = Tx
\]

Most feature extraction techniques for electronic nose applications have been based on linear techniques, mainly Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Advanced techniques now encompass Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Blind Source Separation (BSS) or Neuroscale.

- Principal Components Analysis: PCA is a linear transformation that preserves as much data variance as possible. PCA chooses \( T \) that minimizes the mean squared distance between original data and those reconstructed from reduced data. It is shown that:

\[
 T_{PCA} = U A^{-1/2}
\]

where \( U \) and \( A \) are, respectively, the eigenvectors matrix and the diagonal eigenvalues matrix of the data covariance matrix. PCA was very widely used for gas sensors applications [67], [83], [84]. Later in this section, PCA will be compared with other feature reduction techniques.

- Linear Discriminant Analysis: LDA provides a linear projection of the data with \( (c - 1) \) dimensions, by taking account of the scatter of data within each class and across classes. Projection directions are those that maximize the inter-class separation of the projected data. The LDA transformation matrix is given by:

\[
 T_{LDA} = S_w A_w^{-1/2} S_B
\]

where \( S_w \) and \( A_w \) are, respectively, the eigenvectors matrix and the diagonal eigenvalues matrix of the within-class scatter \( W \). \( S_B \) is the eigenvectors matrix of the between class scatter \( B \). LDA was previously used for gas detection application [61], [85]. This work also discusses the possibilities of combining different sensors for E-Nose applications. Later in this section, LDA will be compared with other feature reduction techniques.

- Blind Source Separation (BSS) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA): The original feature vector \( x \) extracted from the sensor array can be seen as a linear mixture of sources

\[
 x = M M s
\]

where \( MM \) is the mixing matrix. In electronic noses, the sources \( s \) can be different odors but can also be the environmental conditions such as temperature or humidity that affect the sensor responses. The objective of BSS algorithms is to find the inverse of the unknown mixing matrix in order to reconstruct the different sources \( s \) from the sensor observations \( x \) alone: \( z = T x = s \) when \( T = M M^{-1} \). If one considers that the original sources are statistically independent, then ICA provides \( T \) that maximize the statistical independence of the projected data \( z = T x \). BSS-ICA algorithms have been successfully applied in electronic noses [86], [87], [88]. However, assuming a linear mixing model is not completely satisfactory because the responses of gas sensors are known to be non-linear. In [89], a non-linear transformation was used prior to the linear BSS-ICA algorithm in order to inverse the nonlinearity of the sensor.
responses. Setting this nonlinearity however assumes certain knowledge of the sensor responses. To overcome this drawback, a nonlinear BSS algorithm has been developed and successfully applied to gas sensor data [90].

- Neuroscale: Neuroscale is a non-linear topography (i.e. distance preserving) projection method. The concept of data topography is assumed to be captured by the inter-point distances, usually measured with a Euclidean metric:

$$D_{ij}^* = ||x_i - x_j||$$

Each data point $x_i$ is projected by radial basis function (RBF) to a point $z_i$, which minimizes the Sammon stress metric [91]:

$$E_s = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j>i}^{N} (D_{ij} - D_{ij}^*)^2$$

where the distance between $z_i$ and $z_j$ is denoted by $D_{ij}$. The points $z$ are generated by the RBF given the data point inputs. Thus, $z_i = f(x_i, W)$, where $f$ is the non-linear transformation effected by the RBF with parameters (weights) $W$. We use a non-linear optimization algorithm to find the optimal weights minimizing the Sammon stress metric. This method presents the advantage of preserving the data structure, as well as the possibility of incorporating subjective information. In fact, one useful change can be made to the distance measure in order to generate a distance structure with extra separation from the classes. For example, if each data point $x_i$ belongs to a known class $C_i$, a dissimilarity measure $s_{ij}$ can be defined by: $s_{ij} = 1$ if $C_i \neq C_j$ and 0 elsewhere. This can then be incorporated into the distance measure:

$$\delta_{ij} = (1 - \alpha)D_{ij}^* + \alpha s_{ij}$$

where the parameter $\alpha \in [0,1]$ controls the degree of supervisory information in the mapping. Intermediate values of $\alpha$ allow the points to be projected so as to retain the distance structure with extra separation from the classes. Other methods, such as Kernel PCA [92], independent component analysis (ICA) [93] and projection pursuit [94] are more appropriate for non-Gaussian distributions. Recently, ICA has been successfully used for odor discrimination with excellent performance [49]. The described experiments show that ICA is capable of handling sensor drift combined with improved discrimination, dimensionality reduction, and more adequate data representation when compared to PCA.

Figure 4 illustrates the performance of PCA, LDA and Neuroscale using a dataset collected on a sensor array with 8 microelectronic gas sensors [85]. The dataset consisted of three gases: methane, carbon monoxide and their mixture. 168 patterns were extracted from the sensor array. Figure 4(a) presents the first two PCA scores for all the studied gas sensors steady state voltage. We can note that the decision boundaries are not well defined due to a strong overlapping. In [23] new technique based on discriminant factorial analysis (DFA) is proposed. DFA was also combined with PCA [33] and applied on both steady state and dynamic slope in order to reduce the drift effect of the sensors [35].

Figure 4(b) shows the Neuroscale plots for the studied gases. Compared to PCA results, it is clear from Figure 4(b), that the Neuroscale method permits to considerably reduce the overlapping between the classes and hence shows better separability performance. Compared to PCA and Neuroscale results, LDA presents the most discriminatory projection as evidenced by Figure 4(c).

B. Feature Selection

The problem of feature selection can be defined as that of selecting a subset of features that achieve the best classification performance. The objective is to find a subset $\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{F} \subseteq X)$ containing few features that minimizes a selection criterion $J(F)$:

$$\hat{F} = \arg\min_{F \subseteq X} J(F)$$

Classification error can be used as the selection criterion since the focus is on classifying different gases. Several search methods have been used to explore efficiently the feature space. A systematic procedure must be found for searching through candidate subsets of features. Exhaustive search of all possible subsets of features is in general the only approach, which is guaranteed to find the optimal subset. However, the number of possible subsets grows combinatorially, making this exhaustive search impractical for even moderate values of the cardinality of $\mathcal{F}$ and $X$ [82]. The only optimal method which avoids the exhaustive search is based on the branch and bound algorithm [95]. The simplest suboptimal method is sequential forward selection (SFS) [96]. This procedure starts from the empty set and sequentially adds features that achieve the lowest value for the selection criterion $J$. We can also use sequential backward selection (SBS) [97] which starts from the full set and sequentially removes features. These methods provide suboptimal solution with a low computational cost. More sophisticated techniques have been proposed to improve the performance of SFS and SBS by using sequential floating search methods [98]. Others search methods are discussed in [82] [99].

IV. STATISTICALLY BASED CLASSIFIERS

The objective of pattern recognition is to set a decision rule, which optimally partitions the data space into $c$ regions, one for each class $C_k$. The boundaries between regions are the separating surfaces or decision boundaries. A pattern classifier generates a class label for an unknown feature vector $x \in \mathbb{R}^d$ from a discrete set of previously learned classes. The most general classification approach is to use the posterior probability of class membership $\phi(C_k|x)$. To minimize the probability of misclassification one should consider the maximum a posterior rule and assign $x$ to class $C_k$ [100]:

$$C_k = \arg \max_{1,...,c} [\phi(C_k|x)] = \arg \max_{1,...,c} [\phi(x|C_k)\phi(C_k)]$$

(3)
where \( \varphi(x|C_k) \) is the class-conditional density and \( \varphi(C_k) \) is the prior probability. In the absence of prior knowledge, \( \varphi(C_k) \) can be approximated by the relative frequency of examples in the dataset. One way to build a classifier is to develop a model that estimates the posterior probabilities directly, where the boundaries are learnt from data. An alternative is to estimate the class-conditional densities by using representation models for how each pattern class populates the feature space.

In this approach, classifier systems are built by considering each of the classes in turn, and estimating the corresponding class-conditional densities \( \varphi(x|C_k) \) from data. Methods for estimating probability density can be divided into parametric and nonparametric methods. In parametric methods a specific functional form for the density is assumed, such as unimodal gaussian density. This contains a number of parameters which are then estimated from training data. Such approaches might be incapable of providing an accurate representation of the true density.

**A. K nearest neighbor**

The most widely used method of nonparametric density estimation is the K Nearest Neighbors (KNN). KNN rule is a powerful technique that can be used to generate highly nonlinear classification with limited data. To classify a pattern \( x \), we find the closest \( K \) examples in the dataset and select the predominant class \( C_j \) among those \( K \) neighbors. Despite the simplicity of the algorithm, it often performs very well and is an important benchmark method. However, one drawback of KNN is that all the training data must be stored, and a large amount of processing is needed to evaluate the density for a new input pattern. KNN was used in electronic nose applications for classification [27] as well as quantification of the concentration of the gases [101]. In [27], KNN was combined with 4 different transient analysis techniques used to analyze the response of temperature modulated sensors.

**B. Density models**

An alternative to KNN and quadratic classifiers, is to combine the advantages of both parametric and nonparametric methods, by allowing a very general class of functional forms in which the number of adaptive parameters can be increased to build more flexible models. This leads us to a powerful technique for density estimation, called mixture model [102]. More extensive discussion on density estimation can be found in [102], [103], [104]. We present briefly three density models namely: (i) Gaussian mixture models, (ii) generative topographic mapping and (iii) probabilistic PCA mixture.

**B.1 Gaussian mixture models**

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is classed as a semiparametric density estimation method since it defines a very general class of functional forms for the density model. In a mixture model, a probability density function is expressed as a linear combination of basis functions. A model with \( M \) components is described as mixture distribution [102]:

\[
\varphi(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} \varphi(j) \varphi(x|j)
\]

where \( \varphi(j) \) are the mixing coefficients and the parameters of the component density functions \( \varphi(x|j) \) vary with \( j \).

Each mixture component is defined by a Gaussian parametric distribution in \( d \) dimensional space:

\[
\varphi(x|j) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{d/2}|\Sigma_j|^{1/2}} \exp\left\{-\frac{1}{2} (x - \mu_j)^\top \Sigma_j^{-1} (x - \mu_j)\right\}
\]

The parameters to be estimated are the mixing coefficients \( \varphi(j) \), the covariance matrix \( \Sigma_j \) and the mean vector \( \mu_j \). The method for training mixture model is based on maximizing the data likelihood. The log likelihood of the dataset \( \{x_1, ..., x_n\} \), which is treated as an error function, is defined by:

\[
l = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log \varphi(x_i)
\]

A specialized method is commonly used to produce optimum parameters, known as the expectation-maximization
The Generative topographic mapping (GTM) [108] is one of the more popular methods for dealing with this situation. The GTM method, the mapping from \( z \) to \( x \) is modelled with a RBF model (Section IV.C3).

B.2 Generative topographic mapping

In many classification problems we have to deal with high dimensional data. Therefore we would like to model the distribution \( \varphi(x) \) parameterized by latent variables \( z \) in low dimensional space. After estimating \( \varphi(x|z) \), the dependence on \( z \) has to be integrated out to obtain the density in data space \( \varphi(x) \), where:

\[
\varphi(x) = \int \varphi(x|z)\varphi(z)dz
\]

The Generative topographic mapping (GTM) [108] is one of the more popular methods for dealing with this situation. It is a mixture model, which means equation (5) is approximated by a sum over \( M \) Gaussians:

\[
\varphi(x) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \varphi(x|z_{j})
\]

\( \varphi(z) \) is assumed to be a uniform distribution and each mixture component is a spherical Gaussian with variance \( \sigma^2 \), and the \( j^{th} \) center is given by a parameterized mapping \( y(z_{j}, W) \). Equation (6) can be rewritten as:

\[
\varphi(x|W, \sigma) = \frac{1}{M(2\pi\sigma^2)^{d/2}} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \exp\left\{-\frac{\|y(z_{j}, W) - x\|^2}{2\sigma^2}\right\}
\]

It is a constrained mixture model because the centers are not independent but are related by the mapping \( y \). In GTM method, the mapping from \( z \) to \( x \) is modelled with an EM algorithm [105]. The EM algorithm iteratively modifies the model parameters starting from the initial iteration \( k = 0 \). For GMM, the EM optimization can be carried out analytically with a simple set of equations [105], where the mixing coefficients are estimated by:

\[
\psi^{k+1}(j) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \psi^{k}(j|x_{i})
\]

and the estimate for the means for each component is given by:

\[
\mu_{j}^{k+1} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \psi^{k}(j|x_{i})x_{i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \psi^{k}(j|x_{i})}
\]

and, finally, the update equation for the covariance matrix is:

\[
\Sigma_{j}^{k+1} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \psi^{k}(j|x_{i})(x_{i} - \mu_{j}^{k+1})(x_{i} - \mu_{j}^{k+1})^\top}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \psi^{k}(j|x_{i})}
\]

Although the class-conditional distributions in feature space are generally non-Gaussian, the resulting multimodal approximation is remarkably accurate. GMMs have been successfully applied for a number of applications such as speech recognition [106] and image retrieval [107].

B.3 Probabilistic PCA mixture

Classical PCA is made into a density model by using a latent variable approach, in which the data \( x \) is generated by a linear combination of number of variables \( z \) of low dimension \( (q < d) \). The mapping from \( z \) to \( x \) is given by:

\[
y(z, W) = Wz + \mu
\]

\( \mu \) represents the data mean. The probability model of PCA can be written as a combination of the conditional distribution [109]:

\[
\varphi(x|z, W, \sigma) = \frac{1}{(2\pi\sigma^2)^{d/2}} \exp\left\{-\frac{\|x - Wz - \mu\|^2}{2\sigma^2}\right\}
\]

and the latent variable distribution:

\[
\varphi(z) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{q/2}} \exp\left\{-\frac{zz^\top}{2}\right\}
\]

By integrating out the latent variables \( z \), we obtain the distribution of the observed data, which is also Gaussian:

\[
\varphi(x|W, \sigma) = \frac{1}{(2\pi\sigma^2)^{d/2}|C|^{1/2}} \exp\left\{-\frac{1}{2}(x - \mu)^\top C^{-1}(x - \mu)\right\}
\]

where \( C = WW^\top + \sigma^2 I \). The covariance matrix is the sum of two terms: one is diagonal in a \( q \)-dimensional subspace spanned by the first \( q \) principal components and the other is spherical. A mixture of PPCA has the same form as (4), where each component density function is given by a probabilistic PCA. Hence, the training of such a model can be done in the maximum likelihood framework using an EM algorithm.

Minimum Description Length (MDL) criterion is able to select an optimal number of components in the density model and so partition the dataset. MDL derived by Rissanen [110] from an information theoretic perspective. It is defined via

\[
MDL(M) = -\hat{l}_M + \frac{1}{2}N_p(M) \ln(n)
\]

where \( \hat{l}_M \) is the maximized log-likelihood of the dataset and \( N_p(M) \) is the number of parameters in the \( M \) Gaussian model. The optimal number of components \( \hat{M} \) is then defined as the minimizer of this cost function, which include the maximized log-likelihood function plus an additional term whose role is to penalize large value of \( M \). Density models classifiers have been recently applied to odor discrimination. A comprehensive comparison between various density models including GMM, GTM, PPCA can be found...
C. Neural networks

The posterior densities can be estimated via discriminant analysis, where the boundaries are directly learnt from data. This supervised classification is based on the learning of the input pattern-class label mapping. The simplest discriminant functions are linear in the features. The multi-layer perceptron and radial basis function are the two most popular types of neural network architectures used for electronic nose applications [112].

C.1 Generalized linear models

Generalized linear models (GLM) are single layer networks. These models consist of a linear combination of the input patterns, in which the weights are the parameters of the model, followed by an appropriate activation function. The network has a single output variable \( y_k \) for each class

\[
y_k = w_k^T x + w_{k0}
\]

The posterior probability \( \psi(C_k|x) \) is estimated by \( \sigma(y_k(x)) \), where \( \sigma(y_k) \) is the activation function. Usually we use the logistic function for the two-class problem and the softmax activation function for the multiclass classification. For classification problems it is often advantageous to optimize the network outputs to represent the posterior probabilities of each class [105]. Hence, by computing the likelihood of the data we obtain the entropy error function:

\[
E = -\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{c} t_{ik} \log(y_k)
\]

Where \( t_k(k = 1, ..., c) \) is the target vectors with 1-of-c coding. Once the error function and its gradients have been computed, GLM can be trained with nonlinear optimization algorithms. However, it is also possible to take advantage of the linear structure of the network and use a particularly efficient special purpose training algorithm known as iterated re-weighted least squares (IRLS) [113].

C.2 Multi-layer perceptron

The multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is probably the most widely used architecture for practical applications of neural networks. In most cases the MLP network consists of two layers of adaptive weights with full connectivity between inputs and hidden units, and between hidden units and outputs. An MLP is able to learn arbitrarily complex non-linear regressions by adjusting the weights in the network using an appropriate optimization algorithm [114]. One way to generalize the linear discriminant function, so as to permit a much larger range of possible decision boundaries, is to transform the input vector \( x \) using a set of predefined non-linear basis functions \( \Phi_j(x) \) and represent the output as a linear combination of these functions:

\[
y_k(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{kj} \Phi_j(x) + w_{k0}
\]

The basis functions can be given by tanh activation functions:

\[
\Phi_j(x) = \tanh(\theta_j^T x + \theta_{j0})
\]

MLP is trained to minimize the entropy cost function [115] with 1-of-c coding. The parameters are learnt from data using generally a gradient descent technique known as a back-propagation of errors [114].

Network complexity must be controlled by determining the optimal number (in terms of small generalization error) of hidden units \( M \). The goal is to find a network which gives the best prediction on a new data set. The simplest approach is to train several MLPs using the same training data set. The performance of the networks is then compared by evaluating the error function using an independent validation set. Network complexity can also be controlled by using regularization approaches such as weight decay [100]. The model can be regularized to prevent any weights becoming too large by adding to the error function a weight decay penalty term [116]:

\[
E_r = E + \alpha \sum_i w_i^2
\]

where the hyperparameter \( \alpha \) is non-negative. Additional details on complexity control can be found in [117].

C.3 Radial basis function

The radial basis function (RBF) network is the main practical alternative to the multi-layer perceptron for non-linear modelling. Although the structure of RBF networks resembles that of MLPs, their input-output mappings and training algorithms are fundamentally different. In an RBF network, the activation of the hidden units \( \Phi \) is given by a non-linear function of the distance between the input vector and a center vector.

For a large class of basis functions such as Gaussian one

\[
\Phi_j(x) = \exp\left(-\frac{||x - c_j||^2}{\sigma_j^2}\right)
\]

RBF networks are universal approximators [118] [119]. The centers \( c_j \) and the width \( \sigma_j^2 \) defined the parameters for each hidden unit. Thus, the mapping from \( x \) to \( y \) is given by:

\[
y(x) = W \Phi(x)
\]
where $\Phi(x)$ are $M$ fixed basis functions $\Phi_j(x)$ and $W$ is a $c \times M$ matrix of the adjustable network weights.

One attraction of RBF networks is that there is a two-stage training procedure which is considerably faster than the methods used to train MLPs. In the first stage, the parameters of the basis functions are set by modelling the unconditional data density. In fact, the sum of the basis functions $\sum \Phi_j$ represents the unconditional density of the input data. Therefore, we can use an unsupervised learning procedure to estimate the basis functions parameters. The second stage of training determines the weights in the output layer using supervised method [100].

Pattern recognition techniques based on artificial neural networks (ANN) approaches were very widely used for gas sensors applications [12], [13], [36], [41], [43], [44], [45], [53], [54], [60], [58], [69], [70]. In most of the these applications the ANN is combined with the previously reviewed pre-processing feature reduction techniques such as PCA [55], DFA [66]. In [40] the authors discuss the influence of flow rate of the gases for binary mixture quantification using ANN. The performance of ANN as compared to other techniques greatly depend on the dataset and it is rather difficult to draw a conclusion with that respect. Details about the comparison of ANN and other techniques can be found in [111] (comparison with GMM and KNN) and [56] (comparison with fuzzy version of neural network). It should be however noticed that the MLP classifier has most probably the lowest complexity and the smallest memory requirements when compared to KNN (very large storage requirement) as well as density models based classifiers. The complexity of MLP classifier when adding new gases may not increase dramatically but the topology of the network has to be modified and retraining in order to obtain the new set of parameters. For GMM, the structure and parameters of the original system will not change when adding new gases.

RBF classifiers combined with the previously reviewed pre-processing techniques were also used for odor discrimination [25], [30].

### D. Support vector machines

A challenging problem in machine learning is how to use a restricted amount of training data for constructing classifiers that generalize well in high-dimensional spaces. Such a classifier in the linearly separable case is the so-called **optimal hyperplane** that provides the largest distance or margin from the separating hyperplane to the closest training vector (see Fig. 5). By maximizing the margin of a linear discriminant we are minimizing bounds on the generalization error and thus can expect better generalization with high probability [120]. The basic idea behind the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is first to transform the original data onto a high-dimensional space by using some fixed a priori mapping so that the training set becomes linearly separable, and then find the optimal hyperplane in this feature space [121], [122]. The mapping onto the feature space is obtained using a given kernel representation of the dot product [123]. In this case, we just have to evaluate kernels in the input space instead of dot products in the feature space. By changing kernels we can obtain different nonlinear classifiers in the input space. Compared to neural networks where the results are dependent on the network architecture and the initialization of the learning algorithm, the optimization in SVMs is formulated as a quadratic programming problem with no local minima. Moreover, the architecture of the model (number of support vectors) is automatically selected during the optimization process. SVMs have been originally developed for two class discrimination but extensions of the method now exist for multi-class problems [124]. SVMs are now used in E-nose applications [125], [126], [127], [128] because they are well-grounded in statistical learning theory and they overcome many of the drawbacks seen in previously described pattern recognition techniques. In particular, they can generalize well from a restricted amount of training data. This is particularly interesting in the gas sensor area where it is very costly and time-consuming to obtain a large reliable and representative set of examples.

![Fig. 5. Optimal hyperplane that maximizes the margin in the case of linearly separable classes. The optimal hyperplane is defined by the support vectors indicated in bold.](image-url)

### E. Ensemble methods

Combining multiple classifiers (such as neural networks or decision trees) to build an ensemble is an advanced pattern recognition technique, which has gained increasing attention within the machine learning community. Ensembles are well established as a method for obtaining highly accurate classifiers by combining different algorithms. Many methods for constructing ensembles have been developed. Here we will review bagging, boosting and a committee machine.

#### E.1 Bagging and boosting

Bagging and Boosting are two popular methods proposed in order to create accurate ensembles (see compilation of papers at http://www.boosting.org). The two methods rely on re-sampling techniques to obtain different training sets for each of the individual classifiers. The resulting combined classifier is generally more robust and accurate than a single classifier trained on the original dataset.
Bagging [129] is a popular and effective technique for improving classification performance by creating ensembles. Bagging uses random sampling with replacement from the original data set in order to obtain different training sets. Because the size of the sampled data set has the same size as the original one, many of the original examples may be repeated while others may be left out. On average, 63% of the original data appears in the sampled training set [129]. Each individual classifier is built on each training set by applying the same learning algorithm. The resulting classifiers are then combined by a simple majority vote. It is well known that bagging significantly improves classifiers that are unstable in the sense that small perturbations in the training data may result in large changes in the generated classifier [129]. Empirical evaluations have shown that bagging improves decision trees or neural networks [130, 131] but does not improve the k-nearest neighbor algorithm [129]. For the nearest neighbor algorithm, a test case may change classification only if its nearest neighbor in the original dataset is not picked in at least half of the sampled training sets. The probability that this occurs gets very small as the number of classifiers within the ensemble gets larger [129]. A similar reasoning can be applied to support vector machines [132], [120] that are stable classifiers. Whether bagging decision trees are more accurate than bagging neural networks depends on the particular data set but on average they have similar performance and there is no clear evidence to prefer one or the other [130, 131]. However, because decision trees are fast to build with standard procedures (like CART [133], C4.5 [134] or OC1 [135]) and can be interpreted as a series of rules, they are often used in bagging ensembles.

Boosting method has shown success in a great variety of data domains [130, 136]. Boosting generates new classifier ensembles by readjusting the weight attached to each instance in a way that new ensemble classifiers will focus on difficult cases. The training set for each ensemble depends on the performance of previous classifier(s). After creating classifier replicates, boosting aggregates the votes from multiple classifiers. In bagging, the vote of each ensemble classifier carries the same weight, while the vote in boosting is weighted by the relative accuracy performance of each classifier. In [137], A new algorithm AdaBoost, has been introduced from the adaptive boosting. The basic idea of this algorithm is to construct a stronger classifier as a weighted sum of successively trained single classifiers. There are two ways in which the weights can be used to train a new classifier, boosting by sampling and boosting by weighting.

E.2 Committee machine

Ensemble machine is a novel approach for assembling the outputs of various classification algorithms to obtain a unified decision with enhanced accuracy. A number of researchers have applied ensemble methods to improve the performance of neural networks [138]. The basic idea of a committee machine is to combine a mixture of experts and to effectively make use of the results produced by each expert within the ensemble. By combining the result of each classifier, we can arrive at a final result with improved performance. Each classifier gives its result \( R \) and the confidence \( C_f \) for the result to the combiner. We can introduce the use of confidence as a weighted vote for the combiner to avoid affecting the final decision by the result of individual expert featuring low confidence. In order to find confidences of various algorithms, we can adopt different approaches.

- **K nearest neighbor**: To classify a pattern \( x \), we find the closest \( K \) examples in the dataset and select the predominant class \( C_k \) among those \( K \) neighbors. Thus, the confidence of the result is defined as the number of data point of the result class divided by \( K \), i.e.

\[
C_f = \frac{K_k}{K}. 
\]  

- **Density models**: We compute \( \varphi(C_k|x) \) by modelling the class conditional density \( \varphi(x|C_k) \) (i.e. we train a model for each class) and then applying Bayes’ rule to compute the posterior distribution:

\[
\varphi(C_k|x) = \frac{\varphi(x|C_k)\varphi(C_k)}{\sum_{l=1}^{K} \varphi(x|C_l)\varphi(C_l)}. 
\]

The class \( C_k \) with the maximum posterior probability is chosen as the result and this highest value is considered as the confidence for our density models.

- **Discriminant functions**: We choose a binary vector of size \( c \) for the classifier output. The target class is set to one and the others are set to zero. The class \( C_k \) with output value closest to 1 is chosen as the result and the output value is chosen as the confidence.

In order to reduce the risk of any algorithm that performs poorly on average from affecting the ensemble decision, the average accuracy is used as the weight \( W \) in the voting combiner. After collecting the results \( R \), confidences \( C_f \) and the average accuracies \( W \) from the five algorithms, the combiner assembles the results by calculating the score \( S \) of each class as follows:

\[
S_k = \sum_i W(i)C_{f_k}(i)R_k(i) 
\]

The class with the highest score would be selected as the recognized class of the committee machine.

Despite the fact that ensembles are very advanced pattern recognition techniques which have gained increasing attention within the machine learning community, their application to odor discrimination is seldom. In [139] bagging decision trees were used for E-Nose applications and their VLSI implementation was reported using 3D chip technology. In [140], [141] heterogenous classifiers including density models, KNN, ANN and SVM were reported for odor discrimination. In [142], the authors have showed how ensemble learning methods could be efficiently used in an array of chemical sensors.
V. Biologically inspired processing

Similar to the non-selectivity of gas sensors, a biological olfactory receptor neuron (ORN) is not tuned to a specific odor [143]. Because the variety of receptor proteins underlying chemoreception is not as rich as the repertoire of existing odorant molecules, different molecules may react with a particular protein and thus non-selectivity is probably an unavoidable situation an olfactory system has to face. This problem is still a challenge for electronic noses, as no really satisfactory general solution for improving both the sensitivity and the selectivity has been proposed so far. As many animals prove it by their impressive olfactory abilities, the olfactory pathway is probably fundamental in its design for facing this problem. The organization of the olfactory system is similar for insects and vertebrates [144], as depicted in Fig. 6. Understanding how the biological olfactory system works could then be highly beneficial for designing efficient electronic noses. As more and more underlying computational principles are understood by biologists, different processing stages in the olfactory pathway are modelled and applied to real gas sensor data.

A. Chemotopic convergence for improved sensitivity

R. Axel and L. Buck, winners of the 2004 Nobel prize in Medicine, have discovered a large family of genes leading to an equivalent number of olfactory receptor types [145]. As depicted in Fig. 6, sensory neurons that express the same odorant receptor gene converge onto very few glomeruli (e.g. 8000 ORNs for each glomerulus in the rabbit). By integrating signals from multiple ORNs of the same type, the olfactory system extends its dynamic range to lower concentrations leading to an improved sensitivity. Such a massive chemotopic convergence was exploited in [16], where it has been shown that a large population of optical micro-bead chemical sensors can provide sensory hyperacuity by averaging out uncorrelated noise. However, building large sensor arrays still remains a challenge for most of the gas sensing technologies and existing electronic noses commonly use very few gas sensors, typically a dozen. As mentioned in section II-B, temperature modulation of a single sensor is an effective technique to create virtual sensors [81] and thus to bridge the gap between electronic noses and their biological counterparts. In [17], [14], a chemotopic map has been obtained by running the self-organizing map algorithm [146] on temperature modulated sensor data.

B. Phase coding for concentration invariant odor recognition

Oscillations are very often encountered in experimentally recorded signals in the olfactory system. In mammals, the theta oscillation coupled to the respiration cycle seems to play an important role in the coding of sensory information by providing a ‘clock’ or temporal frame of reference for the encoding neurons. In the mouse olfactory bulb, the phase of the firing of a mitral cell relative to the beginning of each oscillation cycle reflects input intensity [147]. The approximate logarithmic relationship makes the phase pattern invariant to the different concentrations of the same odor, as predicted by a theoretical study almost a decade ago [148]. When the odor concentration changes, the entire phase pattern is shifted but the relative phases are preserved. Reading the relative phase pattern can be accomplished in a biological plausible way with delay lines and synchronization detector neurons [148], [149]. These ideas have been implemented and successfully tested for invariant odor recognition in electronic noses [15], [18].

C. Temporal decorrelation for improved selectivity

In the presence of an olfactory stimulus, subsets of neurons either in the olfactory bulb of vertebrates or the antennal lobe of insects fire in synchrony. The identities of these synchronized neurons evolve in time in an odor-specific manner. Each odor is thus represented by a specific sequence of transiently synchronized neurons defining a spatio-temporal code [150], [151], [152]. Although the spatial aspect of this code gives a synchronous population code which seems a priori sufficient to encode an odor, the role of the temporal aspect is to decorrelate the representations of similar odorants over time [153]. Recent com-

![Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the olfactory system. In insects or mammals, odorant molecules are captured by olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs). A large number of ORNs that express the same odorant receptor gene converge onto glomeruli. The odorant identity is then represented in the glomerulus layer (GLOM) as a spatially distributed pattern and is further processed by higher brain structures: the olfactory bulb (OB) and olfactory cortex (OC) for vertebrates; the antennal lobe (AL) and mushroom body (MB) for insects. The AL/OB is a network of interconnected inhibitory local neurons (black circles) and excitatory projection neurons (white circles).]
computational modelling have shown that feedback inhibition and firing rate adaptation are responsible for achieving synchronization and setting its temporal evolution [154], [155]. Such a temporal decorrelation technique was exploited in a biologically plausible olfactory bulb model and successfully applied to classify data from a MOS sensor array [17], [14].

VI. ODOR DISCRIMINATION SYSTEM - A CASE STUDY

We propose to study the performance of a committee machine for the identification of combustion gases. We combine five algorithms (MLP, KNN, GMM, SVM, PPCA) to form a Gas Identification Committee Machine (GICM) as shown in Figure 7.

![Architecture of the GICM system.](image)

Fig. 7. Architecture of the GICM system.

A. Experimental setup

Measurements have been done using the experimental setup shown on Figure 8 which consists of a special sensor chamber equipped with gas pumps and mass flow controllers as well as a data acquisition board.

![Experimental setup for gas discrimination.](image)

Fig. 8. Experimental setup for gas discrimination. MFC stands for Mass Flow Controller.

The sensor array composed of 8 micro-hotplate based SnO₂ thin film gas sensors, have been used [156]. Four sensors with Pt/SnO₂ sensing film, two with Au/SnO₂ sensing film and the other two with Pt/Cu(0.16 wt%)-SnO₂ [157]. The sensors’ operating temperature was chosen to be 300°C for the purpose of good sensitivity to the studied gases. The sensors outputs are raw voltage measurements in the form of exponential-like curves.

Gases used in the experiment are methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and two binary mixtures: one of methane and carbon monoxide and another of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Vapors were injected into the gas chamber at a flow rate determined by the mass flow controllers (MFC). Concentration ranges are reported in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Concentration range (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>25-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>500-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO &amp; CH₄</td>
<td>25-200 &amp; 500-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>500-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO &amp; H₂</td>
<td>25-200 &amp; 500-2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

Gases and their concentration ranges.

while periodically injecting different gases. A gas data set of 220 patterns was created to evaluate the performance of the proposed gas identification committee machine. We subtracted the baseline of each sensor in order to reduce the effects of the additive sensor drift. Since our goal is the qualitative classification of patterns, a normalization procedure is used in order to reduce the influence of concentrations and nonlinearities. Each input pattern is divided by its Euclidean norm.

B. Classification results

Since the dataset we used was small, generalization performances were estimated by using the 10-fold cross validation approach. Density models are built by considering each of the class in turn, and estimating the corresponding class-conditional densities \( \varphi(x|C_k) \) from the data. For discriminant functions a softmax output activation function is used to ensure that the outputs lay in the range \([0,1]\) and summed to one. For SVMs, the multiclass implementation of [124] was used. The error penalty parameter \( C \) was set to 10 and a gaussian kernel \( k(x,x_i) = \exp(-\frac{||x-x_i||^2}{\sigma^2}) \) was used with \( \sigma^2 = 0.001 \) times the input dimensionality. A comparative study of different dimensionality reduction techniques has been conducted in [104]. The best results were found using the PCA projection. Therefore, the inputs to each classifier are the projections of the data using PCA. The selected classifiers are built on projected datasets with different numbers of principal components. The parameters of each mixture models were adapted to the training data in the maximum likelihood framework using EM algorithm. All parameters (for example, the number of hidden units) were chosen according to the validation stage. Figure 9 gives the classification performance of the trained classifiers for different numbers of principal components. This figure shows that the most accurate discriminant function is the SVM, while the most accurate density model is the GMM. For eight principal components, the best performance is obtained for SVMs. This is not surprising because SVMs work quite well when the dataset is small with respect to the input dimensionality. However, better performance is obtained for GMM when projecting the data to the five first principal components. This result points out the importance of feature reduction in improving the classifier performance by increasing the ratio of the number of training samples over the number of features.
Average the score for each class. Table III reports the accuracy of the trained classifiers for different sets. It is clear from this table that GICM gives superior performances. This is clearly shown in set 1 and 7, where none of the classifiers has 100% accuracy but our committee machine achieves it. The result also demonstrates that with the use of confidence and weight function, poor result from individual classifiers would not affect the ensemble result significantly. This robustness property can be seen for example in set 8 or 10, where the poor results of the KNN or MLP classifier does not affect the ensemble accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>GMM</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>PPCA</th>
<th>GICM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
Gas identification results (%). The most accurate discriminant function is SVM, while the most accurate density model is GMM. For eight principal components, the best performance is obtained for SVMs.

VII. Summary
In the past decade, the demand for odor discrimination and gas detection has emerged and the number of applications involving systems that can detect and discriminate odors (E-Nose) is sharply increasing. Gas sensors currently available suffer from a wide number of problems including non-selectivity, non-linearities, drift and noise, which makes further processing an inevitable task. Therefore, pre-processing the sensors signals and using advanced pattern recognition techniques are fundamental parts of an electronic nose. However, training a classifier for detecting and recognizing different odors still remains challenging partly because of the temporal variability of the gas sensors, the large intra-class variance as compared to the small inter-class separation and the small amount of training data available. Here we have reviewed a range of classical and advanced pre-processing and pattern recognition techniques for odor discrimination. Table IV summarizes again the techniques discussed. A large number of pre-processing and classification techniques have been used in the past decade. The pre-processing technique can be categorized in two main families namely feature extraction and feature reduction, while the processing techniques can be divided into two main families namely pattern recognition classification and biologically inspired processing. The latter is gaining more and more attention as recent breakthroughs and answers are being provided by biologist with respect to the functioning of biological olfaction. Pre-processing techniques including feature extraction and reduction are very important means to improve the classification performance in gas detection. Most of the pre-processing techniques encountered in the literature are based on various sampling procedures (steady state, transient, dynamic slope, temporal windowing, temperature modulation, etc...), as well as basic manipulation of the acquired sensor information such as baseline manipulation. Even though some of the proposed techniques require extensive manipulation of the sensor’s data, they do offer improved classification performance when combined with the right post-processing techniques. A large number of classification techniques have been applied for odor discrimination and there is no clear answer to which pattern recognition technique is preferable as the performance is highly dependent on the problem at hand. The use of dimensionality reduction depends on the relationship between the training dataset size and number of features. If the number of training examples is very large, then the classification error does not increase as the number of features increases. However, if the number of training examples is small relative to the number of features, a dimensionality reduction technique is often needed to guarantee an acceptable classification accuracy. This is mainly true for density models classifiers as they are based on statistical approaches. Since only a limited number of examples are typically available for e-nose applications, there is an optimal number of feature dimensions beyond which the classifier performance starts to degrade. It has been shown on a case study that the most accurate discriminant function is the SVM, while the most
accurate density model is the GMM. For eight principal components, the best performance is obtained for SVMs. SVMs are shown to work quite well when the dataset is small with respect to the input dimensionality. However, better performance is obtained for GMM when projecting the data to the five first principal components. This points out to an important result which suggests that higher generalization performance can be obtained by using feature reduction and selection techniques as preprocessing for increasing the ratio of the number of training samples over the number of features. Moreover, a more accurate and robust classification can be obtained by combining different classifiers within an ensemble structure.
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**List of Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>ANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>analysis line of the sensor response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Baseline of the sensor response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSS</td>
<td>Blind Source Separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CART</td>
<td>Classification And Regression Trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPLD</td>
<td>Complex Programmable Logic Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAQ</td>
<td>Data Acquisition Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFA</td>
<td>Discriminant Factorial Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>Expectation Maximization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>Gaussian Mixture Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTM</td>
<td>Generative Topographic Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>Generalized Linear Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>Independent Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRLS</td>
<td>Iterated Re-weighted Least Squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>K nearest neighbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>Linear Discriminant Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDL</td>
<td>Minimum Description Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>Mass Flow Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Multi-Layer Perceptron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORN</td>
<td>Olfactory Receptor Neuron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Personal Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCA</td>
<td>Probabilistic PCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>Radial Basis Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFS</td>
<td>Sequential Forward Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of Symbols

x original feature vector
xi data point
z reduced dimensionality feature vector
zi projected data point
s original source vector
MM Mixing Matrix of the BSS problem.
T transformation function for dim. reduction
TPCA PCA transformation matrix
TLDA LDA transformation matrix
ULDA LDA transformation matrix
U eigenvectors matrix of data Cov. Matrx
Λ diagonal eigenvalues matrx of data Cov. Matrx
W the within-class scatter
Sw eigenvectors matrix of W
Λw diagonal eigenvectors matrix of W
B the between class scatter
SB eigenvectors matrix of B
Dij Euclidean distance
Es Sammon stress metric
F feature subset
J(F) selection criteria for feature selection
ϕ(Ck|x) posterior probability of class membership
ϕ(x|Ck) class-conditional density
ϕ(Ck) prior probability.
ϕ(j) the mixing coefficients of GMM
l log likelihood of the dataset (x1, ..., xn)
lM maximized log-likelihood of the dataset
Np(M) number of parameters in the M Gaussian model
M optimized number of GMM components
E Entropy error function
tk target vectors
Φ(x) activation function of the hidden units
Cf confidence of individual classifier
H2 hydrogen
CO carbon monoxide
NO2 nitrogen dioxide
NH3 ammonia
CH4 methane
CHCl3 chloroform
H2S hydrogen sulfide
C2H5OH ethyl alcohol
C4H10 propane
CH3SH methyl mercaptan
(CH3)4N trimethylamine
SO2 sulfur dioxide
C2H5O ethyl cellulose
C3H8 Propane
C6H6 benzene
CF3CH2F Tetrafluoroethane
CH2O methyl alcohol
NOx nitrogen oxides
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